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As requested by the referenced memorandum, attached are the Safety Culture Sustainment 

Plans for the Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management (OREM} and the three prime 

contractors performing the OREM work scope. Each of these plans reflects that the effort to 

achieve and maintain a healthy safety culture has been an ongoing process - and will continue 

to be an ongoing process. In each case, previous self-assessments have identified areas of 

strength, as well as opportunities for improvement. The ongoing actions reflected in each of 

these plans were derived both from initial efforts to establish a healthy safety culture, as well 

as steps taken to address opportunities for improvement to sustain a healthy safety culture. 

Following the guidance that supplemented the referenced memorandum, each of the attached 

plans has been tailored by the responsible organization to address the particular focus areas 

and attributes most relevant to improvement of their safety culture. Upon examination of the 

individual plans it is noted that there are common attributes that will be areas for shared focus. 

Some of these correlate with the primary attributes for continuous improvement identified in 

the Consolidate Report attached to the referenced memorandum. For example, continued and 

enhanced management training will better equip managers for their leadership roles in 

sustaining the desired safety culture. Improving communications of the leadership with the 

employees, both verbal and non-verbal, will help to build credibility and trust. Focused efforts 

to engage employees in planning and problem solving will contribute to a teaming 

environment. OREM has established Partnering Agreements with each of its prime contractors 

and will use the routine Partnering Workshops as forums to continue to collaborate on safety 

culture improvement initiatives and to share lessons learned. 



M. Whitney -2- September 15, 2014 

SUBJECT: OAK RIDGE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SAFETY CULTURE 
SUSTAINMENT PLANS 

Developing, maintaining, and improving the safety culture in Oak Ridge is a continuous process 
and these plans are considered to be living documents that will be integrated with the 
Integrated Safety Management Systems subject to routine review and revisions as needed for 
continuous improvement. 

If you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance, please contact me at 
(865) 576-0334. 

Attachments: 
1. Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management Safety Culture 

Sustainment Plan, September 2014 
2. UCOR Safety Culture Sustainment Plan, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 

September 2014 
3. WAl-TRU Waste Processing Center Safety Conscious Work 

Environment Sustainment Plan, September 2014 
4. lsotek Systems Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

cc w/attachment: 
James Hutton, EM-40, FORS 
Julie Goeckner, CC, 825 JADWIN 

cc w/o attachments: 
James Bolon, lsotek 
Kenneth Rueter, UCOR, K-1225, MS-7294 
Fran Williams, UCOR, K-1225, MS-7294 
Robert McKay, WAI 
Terry Allen, EM-93 
Wendy Cain, EM-90 
Bill McMillan, EM-90 
Jay Mullis, EM-90 
Laura Wilkerson, EM-90 
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Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management 

Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

September 2014 

Background 

The Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management (OREM) conducted a self-assessment in May 

through July of 2013 as part of the Department-wide Extent of Condition Review in response to safety 

culture concerns raised by the Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board (DNFSB) in DNFSB 

Recommendation 2011-1. That initial self-assessment was focused on determining whether safety 

culture weaknesses identified at other Department of Energy sites were also present at the OREM 

East Tennessee Technology Park site. 

The OREM approach followed the Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE) self-assessment 

guidance using the "multi-team" approach where OREM conducted a self-assessment of th� Federal 

operations and the prime contractor, URS I CH2M Oak Ridge LLC (UCOR), following directions from 

OREM, performed a self-assessment of their operations and provided a report to OREM. The OREM 

initiative was an initial "point-in-time" self-assessment, whereas the UCOR initiative represented a 

perspective on their safety culture from the beginning of their contract, covering the time period 

between August 1, 2011 and August 1, 2013. The results from both self-assessments were 

consolidated to identify areas of mutual focus for continuous improvement. 

The fundamental question to be answered during these self-assessments was whether the work 

environment is one where workers feel free to raise safety concerns without fear of retaliation. In 

general, both self-assessments concluded that such an environment does exist within OREM and 

UCOR operations. Both organizations are committed to continuous improvement and have 

continued to monitor the work environment and its safety culture as part of the ongoing assessment 

and oversight programs. 

With the dynamic nature of the work of the Environmental Management (EM) Program in Oak Ridge 

and the continuing budget uncertainties, both self-assessments identified the need for continued 

vigilance and focus on the areas of communication, maintaining heightened safety awareness, a 

visible presence of management in carrying the safety message, and engaging workers in the 

performance improvement process. These focus areas align with some of the attributes for 

continuous improvement identified in the EM complex-wide Consolidated Report provided to the 

DNFSB in May 2014. 

Action Prioritization 

The path forward to sustain and improve the OREM Safety Culture will continue to focus on the areas 

for improvement identified during the initial self-assessment. As stated previously, responses to the 

SCWE survey and interviews with the Federal staff and management during the self-assessment 

generally reflected an overall willingness to raise safety concerns without fear of retribution for 

raising those concerns. However, results from the broader examination of organizational culture 

driven by the original lines-of-inquiry revealed that poor communication and lack of trust were 



themes that resonated to varying degrees in all three focus areas. It was recognized that failure to 
promptly deal with these fundamental issues could ultimately manifest into conditions_ where 
employees may be reluctant to raise safety concerns. 

Analysis of the results from both the SCWE survey and interviews indicated that views of the staff 
generally differed from those of the managers/supervisors. For some attributes the differences were 
substantial. For example, highlighting the fundamental organizational communication issue, 
interviews with managers/ supervisors revealed an acknowledgement of some of the same 
organizational culture issues identified separately by the staff. However, interviews with the staff 
indicated a general lack of awareness or direct evidence of actions being taken by the management 
team to address the issues. General management safety leadership and improving communication 
between the Senior Management Team (SMT) and the staff remains a priority. 

The original self-assessment also recognized that OREM had been in various stages of organizational 
transition since mid-2010 when a shift from a more traditional project/functional structure to a full 
matrix structure began. Also at that time there had been changes in virtually every position of the 
management team, including the Manager, Deputy Manager, and each Division Director. Because of 
further management changes since that time, several key positions are currently held by 
managers/supervisors in acting positions. Teamwork and internal communication have relied heavily 
on informal networks that have evolved over time among Federal staff and support contractors, as 
well as among Federal staff and prime contractor staff. Establishing clear expectations and 
accountability by finalizing the OREM Functions, Responsibilities, Accountabilities, and Authorities 
and completing full implementation of the EM Quality Assurance Program with a set of current 
operating procedures is another top priority. 

The frequent management changes was acknowledged during the original self-assessment as a 
contributing factor to the issue of trust. Much like culture, trust is an attribute that must be 
developed over time and demonstrated by consistent behavior. A concerted effort to practice 
human performance improvement principles along with open and effective communication will be a 
priority. 

Action Plan 

Following completion of the initial OREM SCWE Self-Assessment Report, the results were presented 
by the self-assessment team to the OREM SMT followed by a presentation to OREM staff at an all
hands meeting. Subsequently the SMT developed a "SCWE Plan of Action" that identified specific 
actions to address identified issues with assignments to members of the SMT to facilitate completion 
of the actions. 

The attached table, organized by the three Safety Culture Focus Areas and associated Attributes, 
reflects the actions that have been and are being taken associated with the initial action plan -
identified as "current practice." The table also includes additional actions, identified as "planned," 
resulting from the review of the Consolidated Report that will help in our continuous improvement_ 
efforts and to sustain and build on the positive elements of safety culture found during the initial self
assessment. These actions are being entered into the OREM action tracking system with 
responsibility for completion assigned to members of the SMT. 



Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management 

Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

Focus Area/ Attribute 
Sustainment Tools 

Priority Schedule 
Current Practice Planned 

leadership 

0 Demonstrated safety leadership • Safety Conscious Work Environment Policy • Complete Senior Technical Safety According to 

Statement Manager Technical Qualification individual TQP 

• Integrated Safety Management System Program certification and Nuclear assignment 

Description Executive Leadership Training for 1 letter. 

• Emphasize Senior Management Team selected Managers, Portfolio Federal 

visibility in promoting the safety message at Project Directors, and Division 

all-hands meetings and project team Directors. 

meetings. 

0 Risk-informed, conservative • Twice weekly facility operations meetings • Continue twice weekly facility Ongoing 

decision making with PMs, FRs, SMEs, and Management to operations meetings with 2 

discuss safety and operational issues. documentation of issues discussed. 

• Integrated Project Team Meetings • Annually review the "Stop Work 3 Annually 

• Independent Project Reviews Authority'' Policy with OREM staff and 

update as necessary. 

0 Management engagement and • OREM Manager and/or Deputy Manager • Review and update the "Time-in-the- 12/31/14 

time in field attend Division staff meetings and other Field" metric. 

small group meetings with staff. • Publicize FR and SME walk-through Quarterly 

• Monitor management time in the field in schedules - coordinate with senior 3 

weekly Commitments Meeting managers and project managers for 

• Include time in the field in individual operational awareness. 

performance plans. 

0 Staff recruitment, selection, • Fill new staff and management positions. • Complete recruitment to fill vacant 11/30/14 

retention, and development • Provide opportunities for staff to serve a positions created by retirements. 

detail as Acting Deputy Division Directors. • Review, update, and build on the 10/30/14 

• Provide opportunities for staff to support EM annual succession plans and share 
2 

HQ, EMCBC, and other sites. with employees. 

• Complete a resource needs evaluation. • Solidify the OREM Training & 6/30/15 

• Ensure staff have current, approved Qualification Program 

Individual Development Plans 

September 2014 



Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management 

Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

0 Open communication and • Monthly All-Hands meetings • Provide status briefing to OREM staff 10/31/14 

fostering an environment free • Joint Division staff meetings on the OREM SCWE Plan of Action 
from retribution • Provide a "State of the Program" 

• Ensure employees are notified quarterly of address to update the workforce on 1 10/31/14 

the DOE Differing Professional Opinion progress toward objectives defined in 

Process. the 10-Year Program Plan and the 

OREM Annual Performance Plan. 

• Appoint a liaison with the ORO 

Employee Concerns Office. 10/31/14 

0 Clear expectations and • Finalize the OREM 10-Year Program Plan and • Finalize the OREM Functions, 9/30/14 

accountability discuss with staff: Responsibilities, Authorities, and 

• Develop individual performance plans that Accountabilities (FRM) document. 

link staff roles to mission success. • Implement the EM Quality Assurance 12/31/14 

• Complete the OREM Management System Program following the OREM Quality 

Description. Implementation Plan. 

• Finalize the OREM Annual Performance Plan • Include Safety Culture performance 

(APP). measures in the contractors' ISMS 12/31/14 

performance objectives, measures, 

and commitments. 1 
• Complete the annual evaluation of the 

OREM 10-Vear Program Plan. 10/31/14 

• Complete the annual ISMS 

Declaration. 

•Annually update the APP 12/31/14 

Annually (by 

start of each 

FY) 



Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management 

Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

Employee/Worker Engagement 

0 Personal commitment to • Individual Performance Plans include safety • Include safety expectations in new 2 9/30/14 & 

everyone's safety focused criteria. employee orientation. Ongoing 

0 Mindful of hazards and controls • Support contractors to DOE follow the DOE • Complete development of staff 2 

FEOSH Program. assignment and capabilities matrices. 12/31/14 

• OREM Management System Description 

• OREM ISM System Description 

0 Teamwork and mutual respect • Integrated Project Teams are chartered to • Evaluate the need for a local Differing 11/30/14 

0 Participation in work planning and include project managers, facility Professional Opinion Process. 

improvement representatives, and subject matter experts • Annually review and update 

as well as contractor project and functional Integrated Project Team Charters. 1 Annually 

area representatives. 

• OREM Leadership Teamwork Commitment 

statement (signed by each member of the 

leadership team). 

• Establish Partnering Agreements with major 

prime contractors and conduct periodic 

Partnering Workshops. 

Organizational Learning 

0 Credibility, trust and reporting • Issues and actions discussed in the Senior • Reinforce behavior consistent with the 

errors and problems Staff Meeting are shared with the staff Safety Culture principles through Routinely 

during weekly Division staff meetings and management actions and employee 1 

monthly All-Hands meetings. recognition. 

• Practice employee recognition at All-Hands • Provide refresher training to 

Meetings. management and staff on Human 3/31/15 

Performance Improvement Principles 2 

0 Effective resolution of reported • Focus on improving communications • Continue focus on organizational Monthly 

problems between the Senior Management Team and weaknesses identified during the 1 

the staff. SCWE Self-Assessment and provide 

• Maintain the interface agreements between status during All-Hands Meetings. 

OREM and the ORO ISC and EMCBC. • Evaluate the OREM performance 6/30/15 

tracking and trending needs and the 2 

functionality and use of the current 

action tracking and trending system. 



Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management 

Safety Culture Sustainment Plan 

0 Performance monitoring through • Assemble and distribute a quarterly trend • Balance the annual Integrated 9/30/14 
multiple means report. Assessment Schedule (IAS) utilizing a 2 

• Conduct a Benchmarking Initiative including critical few formal assessments 
site visits and research on selected EM Field supported by an ongoing, robust 
Office and private sector companies. surveillance program. 
(Completed June 2014 and presented to • Include OREM focused self- 2 9/30/14 

staff) assessments as part of the IAS. 
• Conduct Integrated Project Team meetings • Repeat the OREM Safety 1 7/31/15 

with the contractors, many including Culture/SCWE Self-Assessment. 
regulator repr�sentatives. 

• Monthly OREM project reviews. 
• Independent Project Reviews. 
• Preparation and distribution of weekly 

Portfolio Status Charts. 
0 Use of operational experience • Identify Division Lessons Learned • Conduct an Operating Experience/ 9/30/14 

coordinators to work with Integrated Project Lessons Learned Self-Assessment 2 

Teams to identify best practices and bring 
more consistency to Project Team 
operations. 

• Preparation and distribution of the Facility 
Operations Division Monthly Report. 

• Monthly meetings with DNFSB 
representatives. 

0 Questioning attitude • Utilize bi-weekly facility operations Weekly 
calls and weekly staff meetings as 1 

forums for constructive dialog and 
discussion on safety issues. 

Note: Attributes in Bold text reflect areas for improvement identified from the 2013 OREM SCWE Self-Assessment. 

Attributes in italicized text reflect "Issues to Emphasize in Continuous Improvement Actions" identified in the complex wide EM Consolidated Report 
provided to DNFSB May 29, 2014. 

Attributes in Regular black text are others included in DOE G 450.4-lc that were not part of the emphasis during the initial Self-Assessment initiative. 

The Priority 1 attributes in italicized text are ones specifically identified for continuous improvement in the June 27, 2014 memo from EM-1 
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1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

URS I CH2M Oak Ridge LLC (UCOR) performs Environmental Management work in accordance with 
the terms and conditions of prime contract DE-SC-0004645 with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). 
The work scope of the UCOR prime contract includes activities at the East Tennessee Technology Park 
(E'ITP), the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and the Y 12 National Security Complex (Y-12). 
This plan describes planned activities performed to sustain UCOR's safety culture and safety conscious 
work environment (SCWE) and will be reviewed and revised as needed for continuous improvement. 

The scope of the plan encompasses all UCOR, staff augmentation personnel, and subcontractor personnel 
working at the ETIP, Y-12, and ORNL locations. 

The primary responsibility for safety culture belongs to line management, and in particular, on the project 
leadership team. Resources dedicated to sustaining the UCOR safety culture include project execution 
managers for Deactivation and Demolition Project, Waste Disposition Project, Technical Services and 
Site Support Projects, Engineering/Nuclear Safety and Criticality Manager, and Reindustrialization 
Manager. 

The goal of the project leadership team is to provide ongoing self-critical assessment and simple safety
focused processes, which uses information available (e.g., issues management, performance trends, self
assessment, external assessments, industry lessons learn� workforce issues and employee concerns) to 
provide an early indication of potential problems, develop effective corrective actions and monitor the 
effectiveness of the a�tions. Effective implementation of the safety culture attributes by line management 
enables and ensures mission delivery. Implementation occurs through: 

• Policies 

• Procedures 

• Training 

• Communications 

• Observations 

Additional resources dedicated to sustaining the UCOR safety culture include the UCOR President and 
Project Manager, Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Project Manager, and other members of the senior 
management team including the Environment, Safety, Health and Quality Assurance (ESH&QA) 
Manager and project execution managers. Other key contributors are the Employee Concerns Program 
(ECP) Manager and members of the ESH&QA functional group including managers of Quality 
Assurance (QA), Safety and Health (S&H), Environmental Compliance and Protection (EC&P), and both 
the Integrated Safety Management System (ISMS) Program Lead and Voluntary Protection Program 
(VPP) Coordinator. 
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2. SAFETY CULTURE SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 

UCOR POL-UCOR-020, Integrated Safety Management System, and the institutionalized safety programs 
defined in UCOR PPD-EH-1400, Integrated Safety Management System Program Description, serve as 
the progranunatic foundation for the project safety culture. UCOR seeks to build on these existing 
programs so that workers and managers understand the connection between their individual commitments 
to enhancing the safety culture and maintaining a SCWE. 

Attachment I titled "UCOR Safety Culture Sustainment Plan Matrix" is a crosswalk between the safety 
focus areas and associated attributes and the tools UCOR is currently using to sustain the safety culture. 
Previously completed ·actions and those actions that are ongoing are an integral part of the plan. The 
matrix also presents actions that are planned for the coming months to further strengthen and sustain 
safety culture. 

Per DOE guidance, certain attributes require special emphasis. UCOR aligned and prioriti7.ed the safety 
culture sustainment tools to reflect the department's emphasis and to address areas for improvement noted 
in the UCOR SCWE self-assessment. These are presented in red text on the matrix. 

2.1 FOCUS AREA - LEADERSHIP 

2.1.1 Attribute of special emphasis: Demonstrated safety leadership 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Formation of a UCOR Safety Culture Monitoring Panel - UCOR will convene a standing safety 
culture monitoring panel as an integral part of the VPP initiative. The panel will have the 
responsibility to monitor the timely and effective implementation of the tools noted in the safety 
culture sustainment plan. The plan is a living document, and the panel will review and revise it as 
needed for continuous improvement. 

• Senior management team reguired reading Speed of Trust - This is a best practice for the UCOR 
management team. 

2.1.2 Attribute: Open communication and fostering an environment free from retribution 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Conduct SCWE Management Roundtables - ESH&QA is planning to hold a series of roundtable 
discussions to learn if employees think the SCWE policy is being effectively implemented at UCOR. 

• lncoiporation of safety culture and SCWE concepts and practices into training - Training modules 
and other informational company-wide communications will be reviewed and revised for inclusion of 
SCWE concepts and practices. 

3 



2.1.3 Attribute: Clear expectations and accountability 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Monthly Senior Management Safety Checklist - UCOR safety culture survey results indicated a need 
to focus on management engagement and time in the field. The management team communicated to 
UCOR employees that it would be addressing this area for improvement. Managers were given the 
expectation to focus on increasing their time in the field and at the workface. In order to monitor 
performance to ensure that the desired results are achieved, a monthly performance metric for 
management field presence was incorporated in the UCOR Fiscal Year (FY) 2013 ISMS Performance 
Objectives, Measures and Commitments (POMCs). The metric measures the percentage of UCOR 
Level I and Level II managers making field visits, with a goal of 80 percent. This metric is reported 
on a monthly basis and published. on the UCOR Intranet. Performance has consistently exceeded the 
goal. 

To enhance the effectiveness of senior management presence in the field, a Monthly Observation 
Checklist for Senior Managers is being implemented. Safety topics for the monthly checklists are 

communicated through the President's Accident Prevention Council (PAPC) and the company-wide 
monthly safety focus .meetings. The checklist includes a review of both conditions and behaviors for 
the monthly topic. Feedback from the monthly checklists is .used to initiate corrective actions in the 
field and to provide feedback to the respective subject matter expert (SME) for trending in their 
subject matter area. 

2.1.4 Ongoing Sustainment Tools 

UCOR has repeatedly demonstrated effective safety leadership through timely, clear, and consistent 
communications regarding expectations for establishing a SCWE. This communication is accomplished 
through various means including company-wide emails, UCOR Newsline, UCOR announcements, P APC 
meetings, staff meetings, Plan of the Day (POD) meetings, monthly safety focus and return-to-work 
meetings, information on the company intranet, newsletters including the Safety Advocate, information 
monitors, and poster campaigns. 

The organizational mission and operational goals clearly identify that production and safety goals are 

intertwined, as defined in the prime contract, the Performance Evaluation Management Plan (PEMP), and 
the ISMS POMCs. POMCs are established on a fiscal year basis and require DOE approval prior to 
implementation. Metrics are developed using trending information, incorporation of lessons learned, and 
assessment results. 

· To facilitate open communication, both UCOR and union leadership participate in the monthly UCOR 
President and Union Stewards/Safety Advocates and Representatives meeting. This meeting is held as a 
venue for raising and addressing concerns and to foster an environment free from retribution. Issues are 

identified, evaluated, assigned to appropriate personnel, tracked, and, depending upon complexity, are 

usually resolved before the next month's meeting. UCOR leadership proactively works to keep 
communications open by detecting situations that could result in retaliation and take effective actions to 

prevent a chilling effect. 

A variety of methods are available for all UCOR and subcontractor/staff augmentation personnel to raise 
safety concerns, as noted on the SCWE lanyard card issued to employees and subcontractors. Employees 
are encouraged to communicate with their supervisor and/or use any of the avenues presented in Nuclear 
Safety Culture Training, which includes both UCOR internal processes [such as I Care/We Care (IC/WC), 
Employee Concerns, or the Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) process] and external processes 

4 



through DOE. As a best practice, beyond waiting for a phone call on the Employee Concerns hotline, the 
UCOR ECP Manager performs routine walkdowns to solicit feedback from employees. 

UCOR management establishes clear expectations for a SCWE and accountability through the 
UCOR/DOE Oak Ridge Office of Environmental Management SCWE Policy Statement. This is 
communicated to all employees through required reading and Nuclear Safety Culture Training. The 
Policy Statement is also included in UCOR-4087, Safety and Health Handbook, in new employee 
training, and Consolidated Annual Training. UCOR plans to develop a company-level Safety Culture 
Policy to communicate expectations for all employees, staff augmentation, and subcontractor personnel 
on the broader subject of safety culture. 

· 

2.2 FOCUS AREA - EMPLOYEE/WORKER ENGAGEMENT 

2.2.1 Attribute: Teamwork and mutual respect 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Formation of Local Safetv Improvement Teams (LSITsl and Implementation of Safety Observation 
Process - Five LSITs have been established and additional teams are standing up. LSITs are made up 
of facility/project employees, including bargaining unit, exempt, nonexempt, and management staff 
members. The teams generally meet at least monthly to share information, track progress on the 
resolution of issues/ideas, and review accident and injury data. The LSIT members are expected to 
solicit employee input regarding unsafe conditions and/or safety enhancements and present the input 
to the project. LSIT activities are passed on to project employees through the distribution of meeting 
minutes, safety meetings, POD meetings, staff meetings, and informal group discussions. Each 
LSIT' s purpose is to create an environment that actively involves employees in the continuous 
enhancement of workplace safety. Participation in an LSIT is voluntary. 

The LSITs provide a means for interchange of safety-related ideas and issues and communicates this 
information back to the workforce. The teams maintain and track ideas and issues and are active in 
helping with the resolution of safety issues. The LSITs are relied upon to support VPP activities, 
including performance of the yearly assessment and dissemination of information. 

The worker-owned safety observation process is based on the premise of no name/no blame. 
Employees receive training that enables them to conduct effective observations (for safe and at-risk 
behaviors and conditions) and provide constructive feedback. LSITs review safety observation 
results and works with management to identify and implement required corrective actions. 

• Implementation of VPP Attainment Plan - The UCOR safety culture sustainment plan includes a 
commitment to the VPP standards in addition to those requirements identified in UCOR' s contract. 
UCOR senior management flows down resources, requirements, and recognition to all employees to · 

reinforce the expectations of continuous improvement. 

The ultimate credit for UCOR' s strong safety culture is a direct result of the involvement of 
employees, who implement new and innovative ways to incorporate VPP elements in their daily 
activities, both at work and at home. Through their involvement, UCOR employees improve work 
processes to reduce potential hazards and have assisted in identifying and resolving safety issues and 
concerns. 

UCOR' s trade employees share its commitment to safety. Bargaining unit members are active parts 
of all s8.fety committees and organfaations. Employees and subcontractors are integral to UCOR

,s 
accident investigation teams and are valued contributors to the safety-related goals, objectives, plans, 
procedures, and training. 
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2.2.2 Ongoing Sustainment Tools 

Employee involvement is the cornerstone of the UCOR SCWE and is essential for the successful 
accomplishment of the UCOR mission. Successful accomplishment of the UCOR mission depends upon 
the degree of employee engagement in work planning and execution. UCOR demonstrates that it 
promotes teamwork and mutual respect through the implementation of processes and activities to raise 
safety awareness. Various opportunities for employee feedback and active contribution to a healthy 
safety culture are in place and employees use an array of avenues to communicate safety issues. 

UCOR and subcontractor employees are encouraged to approach work with a high degree of 
inquisitiveness and are empowered to refuse to perform work that is unsafe, even if directed to do so by 
supervisors, customers, or other prime contractors. Informal work pauses or step backs are common 
within UCOR projects. 

The IC/WC process provides a venue by which employees and subcontractors submit safety-related 
concerns and suggestions. To facilitate the appropriate closure of the concern, inclusion of the name of 
the individual submitting is encouraged. However, the program is designed in a manner that 
accommodates anonymous submittals. "I Care" safety concern boxes that are monitored by craft safety 
advocates are strategically placed throughout the company. The ''We Care" Committee, whose 
membership is comprised of craft and non-manual representatives, evaluates concerns and assigns them to 
the manager responsible for resolution. 

The DPO process is available to all UCOR personnel and is flowed down to subcontractors through 
Procurement's Exhibit L. Information regarding the procedure is incorporated into UCOR training 
materials including Parkworker Training (Module 21221), Nuclear Safety Culture Training (Module 
31238), and Consolidated Annual Training (Module 28307). 

Other formal avenues of open communication used by employees include hotlines, the UCOR Ethics 
Helpline, and external processes, including DOE hotlines. While many of the formal venues that promote 
employee involvement have been discussed, the day-to-day interaction among employees at all levels 
exemplifies the essence of employee involvement. Employees openly communicate safety issues; 
therefore, facilitating teamwork is the norm. Workers are encouraged to communicate issues to their 
supervisors first. Other ways to communicate include speaking with a craft safety advocatCy their project 
.ES&H professional, or any other manager. 

In addition, UCOR employees and subcontractors participate in the evaluation of the S&H Program in the 
following ways: 

Employees are involved in pre-job planning, inspections, walkdowns, pre- and post-job briefings, and 
Safety Task Analysis Risk Reduction Talk (ST ARRT) Card briefings. POD meetings are. conducted prior 
to the start of work each day to identify changed conditions and promote safe work performance and are 
part of the Integrated Work Control Program (IWCP.) This interactive meeting ensures that workers and 
support personnel understand the work to be performed that day. Employees review safety spotlights, 
periodically update POD questions to correlate with current work activities and conditions, share lessons 
learned, and coordinate activities between work groups. The SJ' ARRT Card is a tool used to: 

• Ensure that employees are familiar with the hazards and environmental aspects associated with the 
work 

• Ensure that everyone knows and is trained to procedures 

• Ensure.that the right personal protective equipment is available 
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• Discuss what could change 

• Ensure that employees know what to do and whom to contact if there is a change 

• State how employees plan to remain injury free and protect the environment 

• Review and apply lessons learned 

• Discuss the scope of work to be performed 

UCOR employees and subcontractor personnel provided feedback via safety culture surveys administered 
in calendar year (CY) 2011 and CY 2012. Employees and subcontractors participate in formal and 
informal interviews conducted in conjunction with internal management assessments, as well as external 
assessments such as the DOE Phase I and II ISMS verification, VPP gap analysis assessment, radiological 
protection assessment, and security audits. 

Employees at various levels throughout the organization are involved in the procedure development and 
review process, ensuring that procedures are accurate, address hazards, and can be performed as written. 

Accident/incident investigations are used as a preventive tool to eliminate future occurrence of undesired 
outcomes. Employees participate in this process with assistance from individuals who have documented 
training in accident investigation techniques. 

Employees and subcontractor personnel are involved in pre-job planning, including assessments to ensure 
that all hazards are identified and controlled. Pre-job planning allows early identification of hazards to 
allow changes in materials, processes, or work practices, to eliminate or better control potential hazards. 

Employees and subcontractor/staff augmentation personnel participate in the completion of VPP 
Passports and other awareness-building endeavors, such as submittal of quizzes and puzzles from the 
Safety Advocate. 

UCOR and local bargaining units work together to prepare employees for today's challenges and future 
opportunities. UCOR supports and embraces bargaining unit training programs and initiatives. UCOR 
relies on the following local bargaining units to provide training: 

• International Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Local #50 

• Laborers' International Union of North America, Local #818 

• International Union of Operating Engineers, Local #917 

• International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local #519 

• United Steel Workers (USW), Local 9-288 

• Associated General Contractors 

Monthly safety meetings, return-to-work safety presentations, and special emphasis focus meetings 
provide an opportunity for brainstorming and free-flowing interactive discussion. Employees and 
subcontractors/staff augmentation personnel also provide safety and heajth awareness topics for UCOR 
publications and newsletters. 

Craft safety advocates/representatives from Atomic Trades and Labor Council, Knoxville Building and 
Construction Trades Council, and USW play an important role in ensuring our safety. The knowledge 
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and experience of these individuals enable them to support the resolution of safety and health-related 
concerns and issues. The roles of craft safety advocates/representatives.are to: 

• Work with employees and management to identify and resolve safety and health-related concerns 

• Act as the voice of coworkers in decisions affecting safety and health of workers 

• Mentor and act as leaders to facilitate the safety observation process 

• Participate in accident/incident investigations, as necessary 

• Monitor safety and personal behaviors to ensure work place safety 

• Serve on the IC/WC Committee 

• Participate in monthly safety steward meetings with the company President and Project Manager 

• Support special initiatives, such as VPP 

The instant recognition program "Caught Working Safely" is designed to reinforce positive behaviors. 
Individuals selected by their peers or management for going above and beyond to protect themselves, 
their coworkers, the environment, or government-owned assets/information could receive a "Caught 
Working Safely" award. 

S&H committees are an integral part of the UCOR S&H Program. All UCOR S&H committees are 

chartered to provide safety leadership for all operations and project work across the E'ITP Site. A 
fundamental premise of these charters is the belief in zero accidents/injuries, the five key elements of 
VPP, and the core functions and guiding principles of ISMS. 

Both UCOR and subcontractor employees chair and participate in S&H committees. This level of 
participation enables employees at all levels to raise concerns and be involved in their work environment. 
Employees are encouraged to participate in and/or support the following UCOR S&H committees: 

• VPP Safety Committee 

• LSITs 

• Electrical Safety Committee 

• PAPC 

• President and Union Stewards/Safety Advocates and Representatives Monthly Meeting 

UCOR launched a Wellness Committee in 2013. The new committee held its first meeting on January 24, 

2013. Its mission is to promote the health and wellness of UCOR and subcontractor employees through 
education and initiatives that: 

• Encourage wellness habits 

• Increase awareness of factors and resources that contribute to well-being 

• Inspire and empower individuals to take responsibility for their own health 

• Promote and support the culture of a wellness community 

The Wellness Committee is sponsored by the ESH&QA Manager and is comprised of repre8entatives 
from Health Services; Human Resources; ESH&QA; VPP; craft bargaining units; Strategic Planning, 
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Communications, Governmental Affairs, and administrative support. The committee serves in an 
advisory role to UCOR senior management, while promoting company-wide wellness initiatives designed 
to improve lifestyle behaviors and empower employees to take responsibility for their health. Examples 
include establishment of Wellness Rooms, a Wellness webpage, and Work on Wellness lunch and learn 
sessions, ''The Biggest Loser'' healthy weight loss competition, and "Walk Across Tennessee" exercise 
competition. 

All UCOR S&H Program procedures, policies, plans, guidelines, and requirements documents are 
available on the UCOR Intranet. Additionally, a computer-based share drive to which facility-specific 
information, including committee meeting minutes and safety statistics (including injury rates), is posted 
to allow access by project employees. The following S&H data are readily accessible to and used by all 
UCOR S&H committees: 

• Injury/illness summary reports 

• VPP assessment(s) 

• UCOR VPP employee surveys 

Implementation of the UCOR ISMS, SCWE, and VPP tenets provides many opportunities for employees 
and subcontractors to be involved. Individuals at all levels of the organization attempt to listen to each 
other and effectively engage in crucial conversations to ensure meaning, intent, and viewpoints are 
understood, and that differing points of view are acknowledged. 

2.3 FOCUS AREA - ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 

2.3.1 Attribute: Credibility, trust, and reporting errors and problems 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Questioning Attitude Recomition Program <Best Practice) - A Questioning Attitude Recognition 
Program was recently insti�ted to encourage people to question practices or conditions that could be 
improved. All UCOR employees including subcontractors are eligible to be nominated and anyone 
can make a nomination. Employees are encouraged to discuss good examples of when someone 
demonstrates having a questioning attitude during POD and staff meetings or with their supervisors. 
Examples can also be brought to any ES&H staff member, cnlft safety advocate/representative, or 
member of management. 

This program supports UCOR's SCWE-it is integrated and complementary with LSIT initiatives, the 
safety observation process, the IWCP Feedback Tool, and the IC/WC Program. 

A selection committee comprised of both senior managers and craft meets each month to select the 
best examples for recognition. These examples are shared at the P APC meeting where the respective 
Area Project Manager recognizes the awardee with a token of appreciation such as a high-visibility 
safety vest with the "UCOR Questioning Attitude Leader'' logo. In order to emphasize the 
importance of supervision in this process, supervisors of each awardee are also presented at P APC. 
In addition, the winning examples are shared through various company-wide communiques including 
the Safety Advocate, the UCOR Newsline, and are posted on the UCOR Questioning Attitude 
Recognition Program webpage. 

Each quarter, the employees who are selected as having provided the ''best of the best" input are 
recognized by being invited to lunch with the company President and Project Manager. 
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• Perform employee survey -A written safety culture survey will be performed in the first Quarter of 
FY 2015. All UCO� staff augmentation, and subcontractor personnel will be included in the survey. 

• Establishment of Safety Culture Performance Measures - ISMS POMCs are developed to include 
leading indicators in safety culture. 

2.3.2 Attribute: Effective resolution of reported problems 

Planned Sustainment Tools: 

• Integrate revisions contained in DOE 0 442. lB - When Order revisions become effective, they will 

be incorporated into UCOR PROC-CN-2008, Employee Concerns Program upon modification to 

UCOR' s contract. 

2.3.3 Ongoing Sustainment Tools 

UCOR demonstrates effective and continuous organizational learning through a variety of processes and 
mechanisms. These include formal mechanisms, such as assessments, causal analysis, event 
investigations, corrective actions, and lessons learned. However, the foundation for organizational 
learning is established through the leadership and worker-involvement activities described in Focus Areas 

1 and 2, which establish an expectation for excellence through continuous improvement and a teaming 
partnership of credibility and trust between management and workers. It is recognized that open and 
frequent communication and credibility and trust are prerequisites to effective and continuous 
organizational learning. 

The WIPP Accident Investigation Reports indicated a lack of effectiveness of Safety Management 
Programs (SMPs). UCOR performs an annual review and update of UCOR-4019� Safety Management 
Program Descriptions for UCOR Nuclear and Non-Nuclear Facilities. Management assessments of 
subject programs are conducted and issues are tracked to closure through the UCOR issues management 
program. UCOR has a broader commitment to sustainment of the SMP through parent corporate review. 

The organizational mission and operational goals clearly identify that production and safety goals are 
intertwined, as defined in the prime contract, the PEMP, and the UCOR ISMS POMCs. POMCs are 
established on a fiscal year basis and require DOE approval prior to implementation. Metrics are 
developed using trending information, assessment results, and incorporation of operating experience and 
lessons learned. The ESH&QA Manager coordinates the annual development and monthly reporting of 
ISMS performance metrics to UCOR senior management and DOE. The ESH&QA Manager also 
coordinates the evaluation and documentation of ISMS implementation and integration, the annual ISMS 
Declaration, and the monthly POMCs report. 

The ISMS Performance measures dashboard includes a suite of POMCs including leading indicators that 
measure the overall well-being of the UCOR safety culture. Each performance objective below is 
supported by its own suite of metrics to measure perfonnance: 

• Work Toward an Injury Free Workplace 

• Maintain Effective Control of Exposure to Energy, Chemicals, and Other Industrial Safety Hazards 

• Maintain a Trained and Qualified Workforce 

• Maintain Effective Control of Exposure to Radioactive Materials 

• Maintain Requirements for Environmental Protection 

• Maintain Effective Nuclear Safety Program 
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• Safety Culture Sustainment 

• Maintain Effective Work Planning and Control Process 

• Maintain Effective QA Program 

• Maintain Requirements for Waste Management 

UCOR integrates the concepts and principles of Human Perfonnance Improvement (HPI) into ISM as a 
practical way to facilitate the establishment of a just safety culture. To reduce human error and latent 
organizational weaknesses, UCOR integrates the HPI tools for individuals, work teams, and management 
into work planning and execution. UCOR is continuing on the journey to improve human performance 
by focusing on the use of HPI tools at the workface and event investigation. 

The Assessment Program provides input to the UCOR management team to assess whether UCOR 
operations are conducted safely, effectively, efficiently, and in accordance with applicable requirements. 
The QA Organization establishes and maintains the Assessment Program, while each functional and 
project organization has responsibility for scheduling and conducting assessments, providing useful 

feedback from work performed, and implementing appropriate improvement processes. The UCOR 
Assessment Program is implemented in accordance with the UCOR QA Program, as defined in UCOR-
4141, URS I CH2M Oak Ridge UC Quality Assurance Program Plan Oak Ridge, Tennessee. ·The UCOR 
Assessment Program ·includes independent assessments (IAs ), management assessments, management 
walkthroughs, and surveillances. 

IAs are perfonned to evaluate work performance compliance with environmental, health, safety, quality, 
and other regulatory requirements and to improve performance and process effectiveness. IAs are 

conducted by technically qualified and knowledgeable staff that is not responsible for supervising or 
performing the work being reviewed. 

Self-assessments are performed by the organization/function having primary responsibility for the work, 
process, or system being assessed. Organizations and functions within the company plan and schedule 
self-assessments. Self-assessments encompass both formal assessments and informal assessments. The 
more formal self-assessments include management assessments (PROC-PQ-1420, Management 
Assessment) and subcontractor oversight. Informal self-assessments include inspections and 
walkthroughs conducted by subcontractor coordinators, safety representatives, project industrial 
hygienists, EC&P leads, and line managers. 

Each functional and project organization is responsible for conducting management assessments that 

focus on areas that . present the greatest consequences of failure and the greatest benefit from 
improvement. Results from internal and external evaluations, reviews, occurrences, performance metrics, 
and lessons learned are considered when planning management assessments. 

The management assessment process is used to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of management 
control systems. While retaining overall responsibility for the assessment process, senior management 
requires management at all levels to assess the performance of the activities assigned to their 
organization. Periodically, senior management reviews and evaluates data from external and internal 
sources, including knowledge based on their own experience, to ideQ.tify problems that hinder .or may 
present obstacles within the organization's ability to achieve its mission-performance objectives. 

Management walkthroughs are focused on behavioral observations, but also include a compliance 
component. The program creates a culture whereby safe behaviors are reinforced, while opportunities are 
identified to improve work effectiveness and safety. Managers perfonning walkthroughs have the 
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opportunity to evaluate activities and invoke required changes. The program is designed to improve 
organizational performance and safety by making line managers available to interact with employees, 
conduct meaningful discussions about workplace challenges/safety, observe work performance, reinforce 
safe work behaviors, and identify ways to help their staff improve work effectiveness and safety. 

Field quality engineers perform surveillances of UCOR and subcontractor work in accordance with 
PROC-PQ-1480, Quality Surveillance. These short duration surveillances are conducted separately from 
other assessments, reviews, and investigations. 

PPD-EH-5614, Worker Safety and Health Assessment Program, documents the process used to perform 
assessments of the programmatic (i.e., functional) areas described in Title 10 CFR Part 851 (Worker 
Safety and Health Program Rule) and PPD-�EH-1745, Worker Safety and Health Program. The scope of 
this program description includes the requirements as they apply to the conduct of assessments performed 
by S&H personnel for self-performed and subcontracted work activiti�. This program includes the S&H 
programmatic areas of Industrial Hygiene, Occupational Medicine, and Occupational Safety, which 
includes Construction and Electrical Safety and other applicable Worker Safety and Health Plan elements. 

Issues identified from the assessment process are managed in accordance with the Issues Management 
process defined in PROC-PQ-1210, Issues Management Program. The Issues Screening Team 
characterizes the issue for significance level, facilitates consistent categori7.ation of issues, and identifies 
possible negative trends or leading indicators based upon recurring or similar issues. Issues are assigned 
to ·an issue owner who is.held accountable for ensuring that the issue is appropriately resolved. Causal 
analysis and corrective actions are identified and tracked and trended through the Corrective Action 
Management System (CAMS). SMEs obtain and use trend information from CAMS and Occurrence 
Reporting and Processing System to initiate program improvements and establish focus areas for future 
review. SMEs are responsible for reviewing trend data and feedback information associated with their 
particular subject matter area, and providing periodic feedback to project, functional, and senior 
management. S:MEs evaluate feedback to determine the effectiveness of safety management programs. 

PROC-EH-5616, Safety and Health Information, and a database designed to implement 29 CFR 1910.120 
and 10 CFR 851 address expectations for work-site inspections by individuals knowledgeable in safety 
and health requirements. A series of safety and health surveillance lines of inquiry are used that will 
serve to ensure adequate oversight and documentation of topical areas identified in PPD-EH-5614. 

Another important element of organizational learning is the use of lessons learned. The UCOR Lessons 
Learned Program is implemented through PROC-PQ-1240, Operating Experience/Lessons Learned. 
Lessons learned from throughout the DOE Complex, as well as operating experiences from other 
industries, are shared throughout the UCOR Organization. In addition, UCOR initiates lessons learned 
information that is shared within UCOR and the DOE Complex. Lessons learned are incorporated into 
the work planning process and are shared with workers in safety meetings and POD meetings. 

Benchmarking is used to compare UCOR' s performance in a particular area against other organizations 
that may have exemplary performance in the same area and learning what the oth�r organization does to 
achieve that performance. UCOR will continue to benchmark through the Oak Ridge Business Safety 
Partnership by communications with and visits to other DOE sites, and through corporate reachback. 

The UCOR process for conducting reviews and investigations of issues is documented in PROC-F0-
1063, Issue Review and Investigation Process. This process is consistent with site HPI initiatives, ISMS 
principles, and Conduct of Operations requirements. An initial investigation is conducted as soon as 
practical after personnel, facility, and affected equipment and systems are in safe/stable configuration; the 
issue has been evaluated for categorization; and required notifications are made as directed per 
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appropriate procedures. The information obtained during the issue investigation is used to identify 
failed/flawed defenses and understand precursors leading to the issue; identify and determine causal 
factors; support subsequent investigation and causal analysis efforts; develop corrective actions that 
effectively mitigate, minimiz.e, or prevent recurrence; and provide an avenue for lessons learned as a 
natural outcome of the process. 

The Issues/Corrective Action Review Board {YCARB) also participates in trend analysis. Specifically the 
l/CARB is responsible fof: 

• Periodically reviewing the safety-management program performance through scheduled management 
presentations focused on demonstrating program status and health 

• Reviewing and taking appropriate actions on situational topics (e.g., Significant Corrective Action 
Plans, cross-cutting issues, and other issues as identified by the l/CARB) 

• Reviewing the causal analysis and corrective action plan development for significant issues 

• Quarterly performance analysis perfonned by the Price Anderson Amendment Act/Occurrence 
Reporting and Processing System coordinator of reportable and non-reportable events/issues 

• On an ongoing and as-needed basis, reviewing events, issues, and trends with programmatic 
implications 

After completion of the 2011 and 2012 employee safety-survey results analyses, and taking into account 
results of the various assessments conducted since the beginning of the contract, UCOR began to bridge 
the gaps identified through a series of focused improvement initiatives. These include: 

• Focus on management field presence 

• Safety Trained Supervisor certifications 

• Safety Observation Process pilot on Deactivation & Demolition Project 

• Issued PROC-F0-1063, Issue Review and Investigation Process 

• Enhanced IC/WC process 

• Continue to provide SCWE Policy and Nuclear Safety Culture Training to all new-hires (direct hire 
and on-site subcontractor personnel) 

• VPP Passports 

• "Caught Working Safely" Recognition Program 

UCOR and subcontractor employees are encouraged to approach work with a ·high degree of 
inquisitiveness and are empowered to refuse to perform work that is unsafe, even if directed to do so by 
supervisors, customers, or other prime contractors. A questioning attitude is encouraged and expected, as 
noted in the SCWE Policy Statement. Personnel interviews and focus group sessions repeatedly indicate 
that employees feel empowered to maintain a questioning attitude; as such, informal work pauses or step 
backs are common within UCOR projects. 
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3. CONCLUSION 

UCOR is taking deliberate action to effectively implement ISMS by communicating expectations 
regarding safety culture, actively engaging the workforce, and pursuing recognition for employee 
engagement UCOR's approach for the sustainment of safety culture and SCWE was conceived in the 
context of DOE G 450.4-1 C, Integrated Safety Management System Guide, Attachment 10 Safety Focus 
Areas and As�iated Attributes and this plan follows in that context. 

UCOR will convene a standing safety culture monitoring panel as an integral part of the VPP initiative. 
The panel will have the responsibility to monitor the timely and effective implementation of the tools 
noted in the safety culture sustainment plan. The plan is a living document, and the panel will review and 
revise it as needed for continuous improvement. 

UCOR will continue to implement the safety culture sustainment tools currently in place and over the 
coming months plans to further enhance safety culture with implementation of the new tools and 
initiatives integrated into the VPP Attainment Plan as noted in Attachment 1 titled ''UCOR Safety Culture 
Sustainment Plan Matrix." 
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SUSTAINMENT TOOLS SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 
SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTES 

Implemented FY 2015 Planned Implementation 

EM/UCOR SCWE Pohcy Statement issued Januaiy 2012; Reissued July 2014 Development of UCOR Corporate Safety Culture Polley 
1.Loador11rnp a. Oemonsueted Safe1y Leadership• 

(Red teX1 denotes a.ttnboles 10 be emphasized as 
Maintain and promote multiple processes for raising & closure of issues as noted belov.' As pan of (1) Est®I it\ Safety Culnuc \.iono:oring Parel 

reque"llL"d by OOE) SCWE training. ar1 personnel have been prOVlded a lanya1d card with mformabon on how to rwse 

tSsues through the folkrMng avenues: (2 1 Esu.b11o;h Rc-qu red Rc>id ng f{'Q•.H'Cm·.,l'lt tor $Crt01 

11 
·Discussion vltth Super11sor or Manager mli"'l�gcmcnt to.lm b.l� on 1rc bocl,,, Speed 01 7r1.os1 -t'te 
- PROC.cN·2008. Employee C"""ems PTogram lf.)1ning targets !he m.1n.'.u;cmc.11 tc.'.ll'Tl n .lr. cl•o:t :o cnti:t.nce 

11 - POL-UCOR-0::>9. I C8re.IWe C<Jre Safety Concerns PTogram open commun1c.i1i0ns .'l'ld foster .J.'l Cr"v ·o.,mcnt f�cc from 

I! 
- PROC-EH·201S. Stop Wom Procedure retrl>.Jt on 

- PROC·PQ-l210. lssV85 Mana9emen1 Program 

- PROC·PQ-1481, Repomng ConditKJnS kiver's6 ro Quality Continue 10 anchor safEKy culturtt and SCWE imo ISMS 

- Safety Observauon Cards 

11 . PROC-CT·lSIS. Dlffsnng Pro/eSStOn810pmlOff Proc<1SS Suppon DOE 1n evaluation of controct language to 
1 1 

- UCOR lnYanet O&As lanonvmousl mcOIJX)rate dear relerenco to safety culluro 
EM/UCOR SCWE poticy required reading B.SS1gnment lor alt emplQlfees and subconuactors 

1 1 Suppon EFCOG 1n development of proposed rev1s.ons to 

11 Employee Concerns Program procedure 1s requ11ed reading for aJI UCOR employees and is a SONE Sclf.As,sos.smcn1 Guidance 
mandatory subcontractor flow da.Nn ptocedure 

11 Support responsrve revisions to the ECP through enendance 

Company-wide commumcanons: UCOR Newslt'm: Safety AdVocllte; lnformauon Monitors. Take and/Of parucipalJOn in National Assoc1abon of Employee 

5s; Safety Pauses: Retum-to-Work Focuses: UCOR Announcements: VPP Communicauons Plan; Concerns Professonals (NAECP) and quarterly 

� PAPC; Environmental Pagers Headquortors/Conuactor ECP conference calls 

Management Suppon of Professional Cernflcattons including Safety Trained SupeMsors (STSs). 
Implement Mo.Nt.gomcn1 Control PIOflS as needed 

Tra1n1ng Module 31234 and Navonal Registry al Radia11on Protecuon Teclmolog1Sta (NRRPT) 

Management field presence· Monthly Observa11on Checklist for Senror Managers 

One-on-one weekly meetings berween UCOR President and Pre>ject Manager and indMdual 

members of senior management team 1nclud1ng ESH&QA manager end ECP manager 

Employee Concerns Program Manager Field Wafkdowns 

Safety Culrure Training· Module 31238 
b. Risk-mlormod, conservative dec1�on making 

Safety Cut1ure Surveys. December 2011 and December 2012 
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SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATEO ATTRIBUTES 
SUSTAINMENT TOOLS SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 

Implemented Pf 2015 Planned Implementation 
1. Leedenhlp (cont'd) Bcnchmortong • Savannah River Site, UraNum Processing Facll1ty. Oak R1dgo Busmoss Safory 

Pannershlp, Energy Facilities Contractors Group 

c Management engagement in the f.eld 
Employee Concerns Program Menager Field Walkdowns 

PositNe omployoo roco9ni1ion ("Caught Working Safely." VPP Passport) 

• Safety is one of the topics covered dunng all New Employoc Oncnuuion (NEO) sessions 
d. Staff recruitment, salecoon. trruning, and development conducted by HR for new employees. 

• HR works in concert with Health Services and ESH&QA to ensure that 1ndivtduoJs are physicalty ht 

to perfotm the job duties of their assigned posmons. pnot 10 retum1ng thorn to wor1c as woll as 

upon init1aJ hire. 

• An ndrviduors safety philosophy ex att1tUde os a standard QU<!SbOn in tho HR retained databank of 

1nt0Mew quesdons that iS shared \Ylth management for use in conduct.ng •nteMews with 

cendoda1es f0< employment. 

e Op.eon commumcauons and fos tering a.n environmenl 
{l) SCWE �lariagcf!".t; ... : �ct..n..ftabt.!S 

(2) :nc:ori:o'at ori ol :;arery a..11.re it!'\.1 SC\'/E coniCffpt...,. a1 11 
free from reUtbutton 

I (.J:t.ces 1r.�o tra.1n·ng 
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SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATED ATIRIBUTES 
SUSTAINMENT TOOLS SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 

Implemented FY 2015 Planned Implementation 
1. Lee!Mrahlp (com'd) 

f C lear expectatlons and accounta.b1f1ty lnitJal Event Reports (pcompc: euoc repomng) (I) \tonL"lly Senior M.lnag�me,t Salery Checl11st 

Olscrphnary REMCW Boa.rd 

Stop Worlc Authonty 

I • Dunng NED. new employees are proVlded the UCOR·4087 Safety & Health Hsndbook end UCOR 

4088 Envuonmental Compliance& ProtecllOfJ Awareness Handbook that outhne UCOR's safety. 

heoUh and environmental oxpectattons. HR retains a NEO checkhst for each new hire which notes 

I 
theu rece1pc: of the handbooks. 

• POL-HR-309. Progressiw Oisc1pltne. Attachment A. Employee Standards of Conduct hsts specihc 

safety related rueas of conduct and the potenuaJ level ot d1sophne for 1nfract1ons in those ateas. All 

empbyees must sign an ocknowledgement ol receipt of Attachment A upon hire, and the 

acknowledgment becomes a part of the employees personnel hie 

Ttammg PosHJon Descriptions and Position Assignment Forms Implementation of VPP Attainment Plan 

2. Employee/Worl<er Engagement a. Personal commitment 10 everyone's safety New Employee Training • Module 28179 

Parkwofker Training ·Module 21221 

Consolidated Annua.J Rctrcsher Training . Module 28307 

ISMS/EMS Leadership Workshop . Module 26930 

Salary Cutture Training· Mod.de 31236 

Sue Salety OnentatJon for UCOR V�tors, VendOfs. and Service Suppliers· Module 29162 

SAF·200 SCWE DOE/NTC Worl<Shop 

Informal coaching and mentoring 

Ongoing multJple methods to evaluate safety cultute 

Mutnple management processes to 1denuty, resorve and trend issues 

Mutnpie a"enues for gaining empk)yee feedback 

Learning organization using lessons learned 

VPP Passports/lnitiatives 

b. Teamwor k and mutual respect Lunch with UCOR President and Pro;ect Manager (l) rormauon of LSITs ard 1mptcment.Jt1on ol Sotc1y 

Estabhshment of local Safety Improvement Teams 
Ol">'iCtvilt•On Process 

(2) lmpltJmentat1on ol VPP Attainment Plan 
UCOR/OOE OREM Salety and Health lntelface Monthly Meeting 

Implement methods tor won<:er input to the Safety Culture 

Monitoring Panel & VPP lrnplementauon Team 
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SUSTAINMENT TOOLS SUSTAJNMENT TOOLS 
SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTES 

Implemented FY 2015 Planned Implementation 

2. Empbyee/Woll<er Engagomant (conrd) c Part1c1pauon 1n work planning and improvement Engage employees lhrough SCWE Focus Groops 

Job Hazard AnalySts/tabletop reviews: Pre· and Post-Pll!ln ol 1he Day moot.mg&: 
d M1ndlul ol hazards and controls Work Package development/reV'ews, pohc y/procodure deveiopment/rev1ews 

Training: 

New Employee Training· Module 28179 

Parltworl<or Training - Module 21221 

Consohda1cd Annuail RefresherTm1n1ng - Module 28307 

ISMS/EMS Lcaderohip Workshop - Module 26930 
Safety Cu�ure Tra1n1ng - Module 31236 

Site Safely Onentauon for UCORVis1tors. Vendors. and 5e1V1ce Suppl1or - Modukl 29162 

Rad1aaon Safery Onontaoon - Module 30895 

SAl'-200 SCWE DO:/NTC Workshop 

UCOR President and Union Stewards Monthly Meeting (1 Quest•cn-rg A� Re-cogn l'CI" Prc�l'Tl 

3. Organlzatlonel Leaming a Cred1bft11y trust and repon•ng en0ts and problems President"s Accident Prevent>on Counc� Monthly Meeang (2) l:>t Q:r FYlS Corcuc: v.nneri cmp:o-,ce s.alt:I'/ cu11ure 

UCOR Intranet Q&As SUM'y 

Operaung Expenenee and Lessons Learned (3) FY2015 ISMS POMCs Qpve:optn�"'l r-.asPd r,n Confl"liJO\I� 

Local Safety Improvement Team Forvms lmprov�mf'nl 

rweeldy MefMU'19 Between UCOR Presadent and Project Manager and ESH&QA Manag9f to OtScuss F-ocus O"I Safcry Cui:u1c .ond Ccmpl.:1cc,..�1 

lssues.Managemem �oy•ng to krNf'r t.ers. 1n orC'er 10 dl?Vel.:.p mo·e mt!""""9h.<1 

PROC-PQ·l210. Issues M�oogement Progf1Jf11 mem:s 

PROC·PQ-1440. Conrrol ol Nonconlormmg Items snd Mstonsls El'1tycoll-ltora1.on J'.1th DOE Courlerparts .n dc'¥'�1opmcrit 

PROC-PQ-1481. Reporting Cond;1ionsAd""'58 tO QusMy process 
FOCl.S on use ol Lea:j1ng 1nc:hcotor:-. 

Gt!nchmorkmg measure� from V-12 OnNL. srm ond INEL 

LSIT pAnic1pi1tKJ� 10 POMCs d�velopmanr 
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SUSTAINMENT TOOLS SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 
SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTES 

Implemented FY 2015 Planned Implementation 

3. Organizational Learrlng (cont'd) ....... upie avenues to communicate issues 1naudmg: r u 1 n•cQrate re .. ·1sions .:ori:at � ed 1 "l D OE 0 .l.S l 1 9 . ,.,, Ju�,. i: 
b. EH�trve resolutaon ot rep0rted problems lnlemal Avenues becornes cftecnve into UCOR:; :.CP procedure- (PROC CN 

·Through supeMsion 2008) uocn mcd1f.c11111:.n of UCOR s corune1 
• I Caie/Wc Care Safety Concerns Program 
• ISMS Holline: (865) 576-ISMS (4767) 
• Employee Concerns Program 
• Anonymous concerns: (865) 241-0931 or HlSS-584-8329 

• UCOR Ethics Helpline· 1-888-584-8328 or 1-865-241-0290 

I 
• PROC-CT-1515, 01ffenng Profess1ona!Opm10n Process 

: Extetnlll.&Lenues 

• OOE O a k  Ridge Ottocc Employee Concerns Program Menagefs HoU1ne· 1-800-676-3267 or 1-865-
241-3267 
•DOE O 442.2. D1ttenn9 Profes�onal Opinions f0t Tochnicat lssuos Involving Environmental, Safety, 
and Heatth Techmcal Concerns 
• OOE Office of tnspect0< General 1-800-541-1625 

Safety Observation Process 
Issues Management Program andud1ng-

Issues Screening Team 
I lssues/Correcuve Action Rev1ew Board 
I Employee Concerns Tracking System 

lntemaJ Audn Tracking System 
Fact Finding/Incident Investigations 

c... Performance monnonng through multiple means Safciy Flash emiU/aJens Document correlation of assessrnems fot 1epeat tSSues and 
PROC-PQ-1420. Mat111gement Assessment deftcienoes 
PROC-PQ-1401. Independent Assessment 

PROC-PQ-1480. Quality Surveillance URS Corpora1e Review of UCOR Safety Managemen1 
PROC-EH-5616. Safely and Hes/th Surveillances Program (41h Quaner Fiscal Year 2014) 

Monthly Safety Focus Presentauons 
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SUSTAJNM ENT TOOLS SUSTAINMENT TOOLS 
SAFETY CULTURE FOCUS AREA ASSOCIATED ATTRIBUTES 

lmpklmented FY 2015 Planned Implementation 

13. Organlzalfonal Leeming d Use of Opemtional Experience Com�otod review cl Acctdent lnvest19ellon Board Reports from the two WIPP events trom Enhanced use of Human Performance lmp1ovemen1 (HPI) 

February 2014 with a strong self.criucal view to determine Pfompt actions end strategy for 10015 

continuous improvement 

Monjtor SCWE Bost Practices Oenchmarl<1ng 

PROC·PQ·l240, Opersrmg Experience I Lessons Learned P1og1am (OE/Lq 

Sut)!ect Manor Elcpon rev1ews ol OE/LL Vo>.Jn1oor 10 J)4rtlcipate i n  the planned OOE provided Safety 

Subfeet Maner R8Vlews of CorrectJve Actrons MaN19oment Sysiem (CAMS) issues Cultvro Assessment uainlng bosed on lnsotute ot Nuclcru 

Power O:>erabons/USA methodology and DOE attnbutes 

e. Queshomng Attitude OOE/UCOR SCWE Policy Statemem lJ Q1C'�llCJ1"l!lng A�.:.tude Recog1 t1on Pro�r=tm 
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TRU Waste Processing Center 

SCWE Sustainment Plan 

The TRU Waste Processing Center (TWPC) plan for Safety Conscious Work Environment (SCWE) 
sustainability is illustrated below providing a one-year cycle of feedback and improvement work done by 
a Safety Culture Improvement Panel (SCJP). Major surveys will be conducted every two years according 
to Energy Facility Contractors Group (EFCOG) guidance. The TWPC SCIP will conduct interim 
surveys; focus group interviews; and metrics evaluations as needed to ensure a sustained safety culture. It 
should be noted that TWPC completed one cycle of assessment in August 2014. This plan therefore is 
written using a completed assessment as a starting point to show an example sustainment cycle. 

VI 
� 
VI 
ro 
I-

TWPC FY 2015 SCWE Maintenance Plan 09/02/2014 
Note: Full SCWE Assessments Performed every Two Years. Next Full SCWE Assessment will be in 2016 

FY 2014 

Qtr. 4 

A S 0 

Qtr. 1 

N D J 

FY 2015 

Qtr. 2 

F M 

Qtr. 3 

A M 

Qtr. 4 

J J A 

TWPC 2014 SCWE 
Survey Assessment Finished Data to SCIP for next Improvement Cycle 

TWPC SCWE Plan Submitted to DOE Independent Review 
as needed 

s 

� ���.::.���=---��������������������������""'""!����,..,....,,.,�--, � TWPC Safety Culture 
Improvement Panel (SCIP) 

Formed 

TWPC 2015 Interim Survey 

0. 

u 
Vl 

c: 
c: 
ro '-

I-

' 
I 
t __________ .,.. 

Feedback OFls to 

SCIP 

Train SCIP 

SCIP Continuous 

Improvement Projects 

Develop SCWE Site 

Performance Metrics 
Measure SCWE Improvements 

Ongoing. Periodic Employee SCWE Training 

Leadership Training: 

Maintaining a SCWE 

Leadership 

Training 

Feedback 

Metrics and Employee Feedback for SCWE Improvement Activities 

Prepare TWPC 

2015 Interim 

Survey 
• 
I 
I 
I 

Data from SCIP 

actlv11ies usro to 

Dewilop next survey 

Through periodic follow-on SCWE surveys, TWPC is able to identify changes in safety culture and can 
uncover issues that may impact this safety culture. These surveys started in 2008 so there is ample data to 
trend the SCWE and evaluate safety culture at TWPC. TWPC also conducts Voluntary Protection 
Program, Integrated Safety Management System, and other surveys that correlate well with the attributes 
of safety culture surveys. With several years of data available, TWPC has developed an initial set of 
metrics that provide the benchmark to measure improvements or deterioration in safety culture. These 
metrics are refined periodically and are derived from measurements of work, sur\leys, and other 
quantitative means. 

The surveys also provide a valuable form of employee feedback. Employee comments provided in the 
survey help to identify areas of strength and help to formulate Opportunities for Improvement (OFis). 
TWPC will conduct focus group interviews as necessary to understand the details of issues identified in 
order to properly define and scope improvement projects. 
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TRU Waste Processing Center 

SCWE Sustainment Plan 

A major component of these improvement projects is to identify metrics that are appropriate for a given 
organization or task. If the metric proves to be effective, it will then appear in subsequent SCWE surveys 
and will be used to assist in decision making according to TWPC procedures CM-P-PA-00 I, 

Pe1:formance Measures and CM-P-PA-002, Managing TWPC.for Continuous Improvement. 

Culture Panel and Emplovee Engagement 

The 2013 TWPC SCWE survey and focus groups indicated that employee involvement in investigations 
and development of con-ective actions was less than adequate. The TWPC SCWE self-assessment 
recommendation was to assemble an empowered team that is comprised of TWPC employees from 
diverse organizational levels and functional groups. This team will be employee-led with a senior 
manager mentor. This mentor has organizational authority on the site to approve.appropriate capital 
expenditures, empower employee availability and will champion decisions made that foster 
improvements. This team serves a similar purpose to the DOE "Culture Panel" concept and, to sustain 
and improve safety culture, emphasizes process improvements identified in internal surveys and focus 
groups. A major TWPC SCWE OFI was found to be that con-ective actions were perceived to be 
fon-nulated without ample employee engagement. The SCIP is comprised of floor and mid-level 
employees. This drives employee engagement in the sustainment of safety culture and addresses an OF! 
from the TWPC SCWE survey. 

Organizational development literature indicates that improvement teams (such as the SCIP team) 
comprised of employees close to the work have very high levels of employee engagement in a given 
process. Further, these employees will spread the positive experiences from being on the team 
(engagement) by word of mouth to other employees who may become interested in improving processes 
in which they hold a stake. This enhances a questioning attitude and organizational learning to 
continuously improve the state of organizational and safety culture. These shifts ·in culture can be 
measured and trended by surveys. This team will address OFis raised in focus groups, for example: (i) 
increase usage and effectiveness of ECP; (ii) easier/encouraged reporting of events and observations; and 
(iii) risk-aware decision making with respect to work associated new tasks. 

Leadership Training and Organizational Learning 

TWPC internal self-assessments indicate that managers at all levels need enhanced training to develop the 
skill set associated with the behavioral attributes of a SCWE. Equally importantly, they need to 
understand how to improve safety culture by being mindful of their own actions and interactions with 
employees. Managers and supervisors communicate daily with TWPC employees; demonstrating 
leadership at this level is critical for maintaining a SCWE. 

Throughout the sustainment period, training modules will reinforce the basic attributes of a SCWE and 
will measure the understanding and response to these attributes. The SCIP will be specially trained in 
cross-functional team process improvement techniques as well as SCWE attributes and how they apply to 
TWPC operations. Once this team is trained they will assume a role as the group responsible to monitor 
SCWE and safety culture at TWPC and recommend improvements. 

In addition to the training noted above, managers and supervisors will be trained in specific behaviors that 
increase the likelihood of improving TWPC culture. These behavioral type training modules include 
Listening for Understanding, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Group Problem-Solving, and Risk-based 
Decision-Making for Groups. Once managers begin to routinely employ the skills taught in this training, 
the organization as a whole will more easily learn from incidents or mistakes and understand the value 
that reporting plays in understanding and improving safety and organizational culture. This basic 
organizational learning is critical to a high reliability operation, a robust SCWE, and a continuously 
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TRU Waste Processing Center 

SCWE Sustainment Plan 

improving organization. We must achieve these objectives to continue to reliably perform complex tasks 
in a hazardous environment. 

Closing the Feedback Loop 

Feedback from the SCIP and from the above interviews, assessments, and focus groups will inform the 
conduct of biennial Safety Culture Self-Assessments. The SCIP will also engage the appropriate 
functional managers and develop metrics that measure parameters indicating how well the improvements 
are working, what needs to be changed, and the overall effectiveness of safety culture improvements. 

In this sense, TWPC will be able to measure both qualitatively and quantitatively the safety culture 
improvements and make real-time adjustments necessary to ensure the sustainment of an effective SCWE. 

Summary of Plan 

TWPC's plan to sustain or improve SCWE draws from a set of basic tools that have been benchmarked 
from other DOE sites or industries, developed by EFCOG and draw from principles of continually 
improving organizations. Beginning with the 2014 TWPC SCWE Self-Assessment Report, the TWPC 
will sustain an effective SCWE via the following mechanisms: 

I.  Periodic self-assessments that will enable the TWPC to measure the effectiveness of SCWE at the 
site and also, through the implementation and use of metrics, quantitatively trend safety culture 
and SCWE after improvements have been implemented. These self-assessments are perfonned 
using EFCOG and DOE guidance. Independent external assessments will be used as necessary. 

2. A SCIP is being chartered to address lagging trends in safety culture and SCWE. This panel will 
oversee improvement projects and report to Wastren Advantage, Inc. directors the state of these 
projects and the SCWE. Topics addressed by the SCIP include visibility of business workflow on 
the site, and employee engagement. The SCIP will receive input from its members, employees, 
external assessments, surveys, and/or interviews. The SCIP will then use this data to brainstonn 
improvements and use metrics to measure the sustainment of an effective SCWE at TWPC. 
Leadership training provided will also be refined as data becomes available. 

3. Ongoing SCWE training which will include Listening for Understanding, Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator, Group Problem-Solving, and Risk-based Decision-Making for Groups will also be a 
part of the enhanced training. 

4. Every other year, according to EFCOG guidance, a full SCWE Survey will be conducted to 
evaluate the then current SCWE. With this feedback, the SCIP can then begin the next period for 
reporting and repeat the cycle of improvement. 
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ATTACHMENT 

Isotck Systems, LLC 
701 Scarboro Road 

Suite 301 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

ISOTEK SAFETY CULTURE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Isotek's Safety Culture produces an environment that positively reinforces worker rights and 
responsibilities to raise safety concerns and to stop/suspend work without fear of reprisal or any 
"chilling effect." 

lsotek fosters an open and collaborative work environment in which project personnel feel free to 
raise safety concerns. Safety programs are woven into Isotek programs, policies, and procedures 
to provide management and personnel a framework for implementing the "Safety First" culture 
and safety practices throughout the Project. Isotek has fuither implemented programs to 
recognize project personnel for doing the right things. 

lsotek management emphasizes the importance of a safety culture through the use of its day-to
day interface with the workforce, the processes and procedures developed with direct input from 
work force personnel and strict compliance with those processes and procedures, and consistent 
and fair enforcement of positive and negative behaviors. 

At lsotek, there are multiple tools used to implement and reinforce a strong safety culture. These 
tools include: 

• ISO-MLD-102, Stop Work Policy- gives the responsibility and authority for any project 
personnel or sub-contractor to stop or suspend work without fear of reprisal. The protocol 
and process to suspend or stop work is defined in ISO-OSH-253, Stop Work (Safety
Related). 

• ISO-MLD-148, Performance Expectations - clearly spells out the expectations related 
to compliance with Isotek safety and security requirements. 

• ISO-MLD-149, U233 Disposition Project Goals- defines Isotek's Project Goals for the 
current calendar year. The annual Goals include safety and project effectiveness 
improvement goals that all project personnel contribute to via their individual 
performance goals. 

• ISO-MLD-217, Differing Professional Opinions- outlines a process to resolve safety 
related differing opinions beyond the normal management chain and other concern 
resolution systems. Project personnel have the right to report technical concerns through 
the DOE Differing Professional Opinions process. 

• ISO-MLD-218, Worker Concerns - provides a mechanism to identify concerns related 
to environment, safety, health, and management issues. Project personnel are encouraged 
to seek resolution with their supervisor, but also have the option to use a written submittal 
of the concern on a "Worker Concern" or "Get Better" suggestion card. Each submitted 
concern is addressed with transparency and remains open until it is resolved. The 
suggestion card may be submitted anonymously based on the preference of the 
individual. 
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ATTACHMENT 

• Speed of Trust Program -This is a Franklin Covey program tharprovides an approach 
to building trust within an organization and with an organization's stakeholders. The 
program provides tools for individuals to build and maintain trust with co-workers and 
supervisors as well as customers. Project personnel have received the Inspiring Trust 
training and Isotek managers have received Leading Trust training. 

• Raise the Bar Program -The Isotek "Raise the Bar" program is intended to show 
appreciation for an Isotek project person's achievements, behaviors and actions. The goal 
is to reinforce valued behaviors, maintain a safe and compliant work place and maintain 
high morale. Managers and supervisors hand out Isotek recognition tokens for valued 
actions and behaviors. Project personnel can then redeem their tokens for Isotek gear and 
clothing. Some examples of the behaviors and actions that are recognized include Speed 
of Trust behaviors, safety catches, suspend/stop work actions, superior/noteworthy 
performance, new processes or ideas, teamwork, positive attitude under particularly 
stressful circumstances, praise from other departments, peer nominations (with 
justification) and taking initiative. 

• Value Awareness Program -This program exists to share cost savings with Isotek 
project personnel who identify and propose cost saving measures or ideas that are 
implemented and result in a true savings under the fixed price Option 2 of the U-233 

Disposition contract. While not directly related to safety per se, this program reinforces 
the perspective that all project personnel have a voice at Isotek. 

• Top Contributor Program -This is a program used to annually recognize the Top 
Contributors at lsotek. The Top Contributors are recognized for the following attributes: 

o Team player 
o Top quality work 
o Knows their customer and supports the customer 
o Goes above and beyond on assigmnents 
o Works well with others 
o Helps others 
o Accountable and responsible 
o Technically competent 

The Isotek management team recognizes the Top Contributors at a dinner with a guest of 
their choice. The Top Contributors also receive a recognition award 

• All Hands Meetings -The President/Project Manager (PM) routinely stresses the 
importance of safety and compliance over cost and schedule. The PM conducts monthly 
All Hands Meetings to address project status and other topics of a general nature. The 
meeting generally begins with a safety topic and is designed to allow personnel to ask 
questions during any of the topics on the agenda. Status of "Get Better" suggestions or 
worker concerns is presented and project personnel are encouraged to submit new topics 
or address topics that have been closed. Also, the status of the Get Better program is 
posted on the lsotek SharePoint web site. 
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• Bagel with the Boss - The PM conducts routine meetings with sm_all groups of project 
personnel to discuss Project status and give the participants the opportunity to ask 
questions or share concerns. 

• Management Training - An awareness of any message and its transmission to the 
project, including the Isotek Safety Culture, has been one of the reasons the management 
team has gone through additional team and individual development training provided by 
the University of Tennessee Center for Executive Education and through the use of a 
private consulting firm. Isotek determined there are benefits with individual and senior 
management team development in maintaining a small, highly skilled workforce for the 
duration of the disposition activities. This has resulted in a coherent, consistent message 
to the project on the importance of a strong safety culture. Further this has reinforced the 
importance of looking and listening for and appropriately reacting to issues before they 
can become debilitating, which is directly connected to the Isotek Safety Culture. 

Isotek utilizes a variety of feedback mechanisms to constantly monitor and assess the "health" of 
Isotek's Safety Culture. These mechanisms include: 

• Feedback from Get Better suggestions. 

• Feedback from small group meetings such as "Bagels with the Boss". 

• Trends noted in the quarterly analysis of condition reports. 

• Feedback from pre-job and post-job briefs. 

• Findings and observations from Management Assessments. 

• Real time observations by managers and supervisors. 

• Formal Surveys - Isotek utilizes both paper and online worker surveys to allow project 
personnel to provide feedback on a number of issues. Surveys were conducted in 
June/July 2010, June 2011, July 2012, April 2013, August 2013 and August/September 
20 I 4. The surveys have covered a variety of topics, areas of concern, areas for 
improvement, management concerns, management involvement, and recommendations 
for improvement in all areas of operation. The results of the surveys are reviewed by the 
Isotek management team and areas for improvement are identified." The results are 
presented at an All Hands meeting along with planned actions stemming from the survey. 

Table 1 provides two examples of questions from each survey. 
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Table 1: Survey Questions 

Date of Example 1 Example 2 
Survey 

June2010 What are my expectations of the PM in What are some of the most important issues 
his new role? facing you in your role at Isotek? 

July2010 How would you like to see What are we NOT doing now that you think 
management improve accountability? we should START doing? 

June 2011 What improvements have been made on What are two or three of the most important 
the Project that affect you? issues facing your functional area in the near 

term? 
July2012 (Senior Management Performance) (Direct Supervisor Performance) 

Goals and expectations are adequately Work execution in my group is planned and 
communicated.(Agree/Disagree) organized. (Agree/Disagree) 

April 2013 When I report issues or concerns, my My concerns are respected and 
motivation for doing so is not addressed. (Rate on Scale of I - 5) 
questioned. (True/False) 

August How often should the All Hands meeting What are your recommendations to improve 
2013 be scheduled? the presentations at All Hands? 

August lf l identified a potential safety issue or Supervisors and managers demonstrate that 
2014 concern, I would inform my supervisor safety is one of our top priorities by 

or utilize the alternative channels encouraging and expecting safe performance, 
available to me ifl wasn't comfortable work place observations, and exhibiting safe 
reporting it through my management performance as they lead by example. (True I 

chain. (True I False) False) 
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Table 2: lsotek Safety Culture Sustainment Actions 

Action Owner 
Expected Completion 

Date 
LEADERSHIP 

Demonstrated Safety Leadership 
Hold "Bagels with the Boss" meeting President, Isotek September 2014 

with project personnel who have joined 
lsotek since last such meeting 
Provide quarterly update of Project's President, Isotek October All Hands 
2014 Goals to All Isotek 
Review perfonnance against 2014 Project Senior Management Team January 2015 

Goals 
Establish 2015 Project Goals Senior Management Team December 2014 

Brief All lsotek on 2014 goal President, lsotek January 2015 

perfonnance and goals for 2015 

Conduct "All Hands" briefings and cover President, Isotek On-going 
project based and personal based safety Safety and Quality 
topics Manager 

Risk-informed, Conservative Decision Making 
Plan of the Day/Plan of the Week Facility Operations On-going 
meetings are attended by Senior Manager 
Management and decisions made take 
into account the input of workers, 
supervisors, and support personnel. 
Functional subject matter experts (safety, 
nuclear safety, electrical safety, 
engineering, etc.) are in attendance and 
provide input. 
Pre-job briefs of most medium risk and Facility Operations On-going 
all high risk activities are attended by Manager 
Facility Operations Manager or 
representative. 
• Approaches and expected hazards are 

discussed at length with input from 
all levels 

Management Engagement and Time in Field 
Senior managers perfonn assigned Senior Managers Per Management 
management assessments that include Assessment schedule 
field observations. 

Medium and High risk activities are Facility Operations On-going 
thoroughly pre-job and post job briefed. Manager 
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Senior Supervisory Watch (SSW) is SSW and Facility As needed 
established and maintained until the SSW Operations Manager 
is convinced perfonners are sensitive to 
the risks and hazards of the work 
perfonned. A formal process is followed 
to make recommendations to the Senior 
Manager and to the President before the 
SSW is secured. 
Activities for which Readiness has been Senior Observer As needed 
declared and is being maintained, Senior 
Observer (Senior Management not 
involved with the specific work activity) 
takes a very critical review of the 
activities and the overall Conduct of 
Operations, Conduct of Radiological 
Controls, and attention to procedural 
compliance and safety. Senior Observer's 
grade and recommendation is fonnally 
recorded and made to the Facility 
Operations Manager and President. 

Staff Recruitment, Selection, Retention, and Development 
Evaluate and identify the Isotek "Top Senior Management Team December 20 14 
Contributors" for 2014 

Recognize 2014 "Top Contributors" Senior Management Team February 2015 
Upgrade the "Raise the Bar'' program HR Manager October 2014 
awards 

Open Communication and Fostering an Environment Free from Retribution 
Update status of "Get Better" suggestions President, Isotek Monthly 
and "Worker Concerns" at All Hands 
meeting 

Clear Expectations and Accountability 
Review ISO-MLD-148, Performance President, Isotek November 2014 
Expectations, (recently revised and 
issued on June 5, 20 I 4) for cun-ency and 
revise as necessary 

EMPLOYEE/WORKER ENGAGEMENT 
Personal Commitment to Everyone's Safety 

Meet new project personnel, provide President, Isotek As needed 
copy of ISO-MLD-148, and explain 
project philosophy of "Compliance 
trumps schedule and cost" 
Add question(s) to new hire interview HR Manager November 2014 
process to assess interviewee's 
understanding of the importance of a 
strong safety culture 
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Evaluate role and effectiveness of lsotek Safety & Quality Manager October 2014 
Safety Committee 
Based on above action, assess viability of President, Jsotek November 2014 
replacing or supplementing Isotek Safety 
Committee with a safety culture 
committee 

Teamwork and Mutual Respect 
Conduct All Hands meetings to provide President, Isotek Monthly 
Project status updates 

Participation in Work Planning and Improvement 
Pre-job briefs of most medium risk and Facility Operations On-going 
all high risk activities are conducted; Manager or representative 
during which approaches to the 
perfonnance and expected and potential 
hazards are openly and thoroughly 
discussed. 
Post-job briefs of high risk activities are Facility Operations 01J-going 
conducted to ensure lessons learned are Manager or representative 
captured and fed back into the work 
packages for the next time it is 
conducted. 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
Credibility, Trust and Reporting Errors and Problems 

President and HR Manager achieve President, lsotek October 2014 
certification as Speed of Trust training HR Manager 
facilitators 
Conduct Speed of Trust Training for new President, Isotek December 20 14 
project personnel HR Manager 
Conduct Speed of Trust refresher with all President, Isotek Monthly through March 
project personnel HR Manager 20.15 

Performance Monitoring through Multi ole Means 
Present trend analysis of condition QA Manager Quarterly 
reports to senior management team 
Conduct annual All Isotek survey on HR Manager September 2014 
safety culture and communications 

Use of Operational Experience 
Attend DNFSB public hearing on safety Safety & Quality Manager 

When scheduled culture 
Identify potential benchmarking Safety & Quality Manager 

October 2014 opportunities 
Visit identified benchmark company Senior Management February I 

March 2015 
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